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Abstract
Temperature measurements" at boundary are used to

determine boundary heat flux, applied to a multidimen-
sional body. The boundary element method is used as the
method of solution bec3uSe ii'pr~d~s direct relationship
between boundary heat flux and boundary temperature. A
sample problem is shown to demonstrate the effective-
ness of this technique.

1. Introduction
Conventional measurementsof.boundary heat flux is

usually performed directly by using a.sophisticated device
such as Sandwich-type heat flux gl!uge,· circular foil heat
flux gaq.g~, or calorimetric .gauge [1]. This not only
makes the measurement ·e~~iv:e but also introduces
large errors. On the other hAA~ surface temperature mea-
surement is afforded by several welt-establlshed tech-
niques. Some of them do, not. require expensive devices.
The possibility of determining beat.flux from temperature
measurements. has long been recognized [2]. However,
due to the fac.t,.in addition ·~o;temperature measurements,
the solution to the, relevant heatconduction problem is
needed" this, technique of, measuring heat flux has not
been as widely paid attention to as it should be. The prob-
lem of determining boundary heat flux of a multidimen-
sional body from interior temperature measurements is
known as the inverse heat conduction problem, A few
numerical techniques have been proposed for solving
such a problem (3-5]. It is well known that the solution to
the inverse heat conduction problem with interior temp-
erature measurements as input data is subjected to insta-
bility. However, if boundary temperature measurements
are used instead, Pte solution will be stable. Moreover,
using boundary t~inperature measurements as input .data
in estimating boundary heat flux is advantageous in that.
it is easier to implement in practice and that the numeri-
cal solution can be made efficient by employing the bonn-
dary element method, which relate boundary tempera-
tures explicitly to boundary heat flux components. This
paper will present a formulation of the boundary ele-
ment method for solving the inverse heat conduction
problem. It will be shown that this' method is efficient
and capable of giving an accurate solution.

2. Statement of the Problem
Consider a solid object with part of its boundary [)

subjected to known heat flux and the remaining part of
the boundary [2 subjected to unknown heat flux. Suppose
that the object. has constant thermophysical properties,
making the problem a linear one. Without the loss of
generality, we can take the value of the thermal diffusiv-
ity to be unity and the initial condition to be' 'uniformly
zero. The heat. conduction process can then be described
by the following equations.
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where n is the outward pointing unit ·vector normal to
boundary and g is the known boundary heat flux. In order
to render the problem solvable, the temperature measure-
ment data must be specified.
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where ~ is a sensor position vector, and At is the meas-

urement time step. The temperature sensors are located
on the boundary.

3. Boundary Element Method
The boundary element formulation for a transient

linear heat conduction problem is given by [6]
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where a depends on the location of ~, and the funda-

mental solution
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and m is the dimension of the problem. Divide the boun-
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